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First thing first. Public Relations and media relations are similar, but they are not the same 
thing. Many people use these terms interchangeably however they are different. 
 
Media relations focuses on your company’s interaction and relationship with media outlets. For 
local associations that may be radio talk show hosts, newspaper columnists, TV anchors etc. 
Basically, the same for everyone, but the outlets may be much larger in size and scope.  
 
Public relations is how your company communicates with the public and how the public 
perceives your company– you desired targeted audience. 
 
The reason people use them interchangeable is probably because you need to be aware of both 
for communication marketing tasks. They go hand in hand so often get lumped together.   
 
What can you learn from professional sports management? 
 
A large focus for sports teams when developing their star players, or any member of their team 
for that matter is team representation. Teach the player how to interact with others, what to 
say to the press, how to respect one another on and off the field.  
 
Today it may not seem that this message gets through to all players, but when talking to 
coaches and many industry veterans, they all emphasis how important it is to represent your 
team values. These professionals get in front of the press so often that they constantly need to 
be mindful of their words and how they convey their thoughts as a member of a team.  
Many organizations can learn a great deal from the head coaches and staff of NFL teams like 
the Seattle Seahawks. Your words and your actions represent your team, your association, your 
profession, check your ego at the door and be a team player. 
 
The Dos and Don’ts 
 
When speaking on behalf of your organization your opinion  
is not your own. Remember you are not just speaking as a  
member of your association but on behalf as Realtors® as a whole.  
 
Be concise and choose your words wisely so you do not ramble 
The more you say, the more your quote to be used out of context.  
If a reporter or interviewer is quiet, do not feel you need to fill the space 
With a longer explanation. Say what you feel is appropriate and stop when you 
Feel your explanation is complete 
 



If interviews aren’t your thing, make a script of anticipated questions. If an interview reaches 
out before time it is 100% acceptable to ask for the questions ahead of time. They may even 
send them to you via email so you can respond back in written form.  
 
If you can help it, try not to reply back with “No Comment” this leaves a reporter or others to 
speculate on your behalf. If you don’t have any new information, it’s okay to say something 
along the lines of “We are still looking into all possibilities”. 
 
This does not apply for legal matters, if anyone on your staff is involved in a legal situation this 
is not media related and it’s advised not to answer.  
 
Listen to your team 
 
Think of your department of a bus. It’s important to have the right people in the rights seats on 
the right bus. To represent your company properly you will need someone who is comfortable 
communicating with the media and evolving with new marketing initiatives and mediums.  
 


